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Welcome to the latest issue of Pandory
Magazine. I thought we would show
some love to the classic SNES Boxes
with the front and back covers of this
issue. 

Rather than go with the colourful UK
boxes as the inspiration I figured I
would choose the NTSC USA version of
the box instead as there is something
about it that makes it stand out. 

I would have gone for the Japanese box
but those things whilst being awesome
don't really have a standard format
besides giant graphics on the front. 

Anyway I am waffling now so will shut
up and let you get on with the issue,
hopefully you will enjoy it, so thanks
once again for checking it out.

Regards,
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In this
issue

We take a look at    
 Go Go Ackman on
the Super Pand..
Nintendo.

Reader Matt shares
his Top 10 Games

We have had a  reader
request and will be
taking a look at the
unreleased prototype
game Asylum. 

And much more..

Flea Sixty
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Pandora Place

Discord Channel

Retro Game 

Corps Channel

Team Pandory

Youtube Channel

Patman QCs

Youtube Channel

The guys over at Team Pandory have recently got
their hands on a prototype board for the upcoming
Pandora EX from 3A. You can find out more
information on their Youtube channel. Stay tuned to
their channel for upcoming updates on Pandory Tool.

Retro Game Corps have a host of new videos over on
their Youtube channel this week. Some of the content
includes a review for the TrimUI Model S also known as
the PowKiddy A66, N64 Emulation on the Vita and an in
depth review of the GKD Mini.

Larry Bundy Jr has a new video up this week entitled 
 '5 Banned/Deleted Characters that are still in the
game' I just watched it and enjoyed it as I do with most
of his videos. I would tell you that he produces great
content that's really enjoyable, but lets face it you
probably know that already.

Over at Patman QC's Youtube channel he has made a
few videos on the History of Videogames. His latest
two released just this week are dedicated to Toki and
the classic game Renegade. These are worth checking
out and most of his videos weigh in at about 20
minutes. 

Guru Larrys 

Channel

Wicked Gamers

Youtube Channel

Wicked reviews
everything as normal,
the guy just keeps
pumping out content
on all the machines
from China. Well
worth checking out.

Just a cool place to
talk about gaming
and retro stuff on
Discord.



In the last magazine we issue a challenge to all our readers. You had
one credit to get the highest score possible  in Toki on the default
settings with no continues. 

I found a nice work around where I would save my progress and
then reload if I died just so I could win. However with that being
cheating I have to come clean as I only did it to wind up and beat
last months Top 10 games list contributor RobsonMeg. 

So without further ado I can proudly announce our winner scored
116550 points.

So congratulations goes to Pandory reader
 

JohnnyCivic
Send us your address via email and we will pop something in the
post to celebrate your win.

LICENSED BY
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We had a request from Pandory Palace user Helo asking us to take a
look at the unreleased 1991 prototype version of the game Ayslum by
Leland Corparation and share our thoughts on it. Leland was originally
known as Cinematronics Inc and was founded in 1975 and was best
known for creating Dragon's Lair and Space Ace. In around 1987 they
went bankrupt and were bought by Tradewest and renamed Leland
Corporation after one of the Tradewest founders Leland Crook. They
managed to stick around for quite a while until being bought and
transitioned into the San Diego Midway games division. 

The most notable games released under the Leland Corporation name
has to be Ivan "Ironman" Stewart's Super Off Road and the Dragon's Lair
sequel, but other than these hardly anything else was produced of note
in my opinion, heck you can probably lose Dragon's Lair 2 as well since I'm
not a fan of those games either. Super Off Road was fun though and
was ported to many home computers and consoles at the time.
Anyhow let's get back to the topic on hand the cancelled prototype
named Asylum.

ASYLUM
Release Date :  Unreleased Prototype 1991

System Releases :  Arcade

Developer :  Le land Corporat ion

OMG! he can't even spell Hello right!!
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R E A D E R  R E Q U E S T :  A S Y L U M

Dragons
 Lair suc

ks ass!!

Pictured right:

A few of the
Leland arcade
machines.

A Quarterback is what you should get after playing this game.
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The game features the choice of three characters, I say features as
you can't actually pick which character you want to play as unless
you press start for player 1, 2 or 3. As I played the game on a
Pandora box I just played as player 1 and 2 as I refuse to play as the
third character as being player 3 is wrong on so many levels. 

Each one of the characters look like they have just walked off the
set for Cyborg, (Ask your grandparents kids) with the oh look at me
I'm super edgy vibe. At the start of the game they are stood outside
of a building called the Asylum and some evil dickhead pops up talks
trash and warps them inside the building, the only way to escape is
to work your way to the top and defeat the evil dickhead. 

So the game starts with your chosen character falling into a
dumpster, which for some reason is in the Asylum and not outside
the building where the binmen can actually empty it. 

The controls for the game feel a bit broken to say the least with
diagonal attacks being hard to pull off as the game sporadically lets
you pull them off. Something not really ideal and could have easily
been fixed with a bit of tweaking to try and improve the experience. I
would say that this is something that they would have probably fixed
before release if it wasn't for the game looking near enough
complete in many other aspects of the game. 

R E A D E R  R E Q U E S T :  A S Y L U M

Are you not even going to

mention that the n
ames are

basically R
IP Rock n Roll? 



Asylum has a tilted top down view and
unlike many other top down games
features a jump button required for
some of the platforming parts of the
game. Although it's more of a hop
than a jump really and will see you lose
health as you can't quite make the
jumps due to the control issues with
the game.

The overall look of the game suits the time period well, although for
some unknown reasons some sections are really not thought out
that well, with just one early part of the game sees you fighting
against a dragon in the pitch black. Well I say fighting as after about
5 minutes I worked out you had to just walk past it by going just
under it's chin. This isn't the only issue with the game as some
breakable walls that you need to go through to progress aren't
clearly visible as breakable and just look like part of the level design.

The overall look of the game suits the time period well, although for
some unknown reasons some sections are really not thought
through. One early part of the game sees you fighting against a
dragon in the pitch black. Well I say fighting as after about 5 minutes I
worked out you had to just walk past it by going just under it's chin. 

I wish I could say that this is the only issue with the game but some
breakable walls that you need to go through to progress through
the game aren't clearly visible as breakable and just look like a part of
the level design.

I have to admit that I just quit the game after only a few levels as I
couldn't bring myself to play it anymore. This is a shame as with a few
tweaks and changes here and there Asylum could have been a fun
and enjoyable experience overall. 

The unbeatable unseeable dragon and the hidden wall of sadness
 Is that a Harry Potter film title?

R E A D E R  R E Q U E S T :  A S Y L U M
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That isn't to say that the game is a complete failure as it does have
some cool things in it. I just had enough after restarting the game 3
times thinking the game had glitched on me when I couldn't enter the
lift to the next floor. The final time I picked up a power up that
randomly warps you somewhere else, that place unfortunately was
offscreen with no possible way of returning or being killed to
respawn elsewhere. 

Speaking of power ups there are some cool ones in the game and
seem to drop completely randomly. The double American style plug
sockets power up your weapon, the shield is self explanatory, The
toilet refills your health as you would expect and a whole host of
other types to pick up and use as well. 

The one of these that I really didn't expect to see was the
photocopier which creates a duplicate character who faces the
opposite way and mimics your actions. 

Some of the enemy designs are pretty generic with the zombies,
ghouls, neon pink snakes, flying enemies being pretty forgettable. The
games also features hazards such as falling walls, laser gates and
pools of purple stuff to damage your health if you fall in.

Somewhere in this complete mess is a game wanting to be played,
unfortunately that being said it's not for me and possibly won't be 
 for you either. Like I said earlier on, a few changes here and there
and a couple of tweaks and this could have been an enjoyable
experience overall. Unfortunately though the game starts you in the
place where it probably should be left and that my friends is in the
bin never to be seen again..

R E A D E R  R E Q U E S T :  A S Y L U M

A S Y L U M  G A M E  R A T I N G
 So wh

at you are sa
ying is
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IN a lot bet
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Is there really anything more that can be said about Street Fighter II, the
game is possibly the biggest fighting game of all time. The number of
system releases, updates and revisions to the game is testament to
how popular this game is. Spawning multiple comics, toys, anime and of
course possibly the best Kylie Minogue film of all time, Street Fighter II is
really a global phenomena that caught lightning in a bottle. 
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Street  F ighter  I I  

Wor ld  Warr ior

Release Date :  1991

System Released:  The lot

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

Mortal  Kombat

Release Date :  1992

System Released:  Less

than SF I I

Springing into Arcades in 1992 much to the horror of many a parent and
joy of many spotty acne faced kids. Mortal Kombat stole the digitised
characters seen in Pit Fighter and turned the gore up to 11. I still
remember the first time I ever saw a fatality on the arcade and was
gutted that not only had I just been beaten, but the kid I was playing
against took the piss performing one. 

Another Issue so that can only mean that it's time for
another Top 10 list. This month we have Matt (pictured
left) who is a big fan of mubs sharing with us some of his
'Top 10' favourite games of all time. When not gaming
you can find him laying pipe at work or looking for
unexploded World War II bomb's and mines in the sea.

This is actually 100%
true for once, but Matt

sucks at counting!!
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Bubble  Bobble  

Release Date :  1986

System Released:  Var ious

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

Since this was picked in the last issue I would go and read that again as
my opinion of the game hasn't changed and I can't be arsed typing the
whole thing out again. I mean it would just be a waste of time saying how
it follows the adventures of Bub and Bob through a fantastic adventure
that you need to play. 

Wonderboy 

Release Date :  1986

System Released:  Var ious

Who doesn't love Wonderboy and his little red cap, (which later inspired
Fred Durst of Limp Dizkit to wear one as well as he is a big fan of the
game). The game sees the titular Wonderboy go on mission to try and
find his girlfriend as he wants a sandwich searching all over Super
Adventure Island. 

Final  F ight

Release Date :  1989

System Released:  Var ious

Is there anything more powerful than the bond of love? Final Fight sees
two men profess their love for each other much to the disdain of their
families. They then go on a mission to prove how much they love each
other by the only way they know how, and that is by beating up as
many innocent members of the public as they can. You get to play as
either sexy beefcake Hawk or Look at my Tache Hagger in this rip
roaring dating sim which is a modern take on Romeo and Juliet.

I don't think you got

this description correct.



Nope, wouldn't even touch this with a stick with poo on the end. Move
along nothing to see here.
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Smash TV 

Release Date :  1990

System Released:  Var ious

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

"I'd buy that for a dollar!" a phrase well known from Robocop which is set
in the future. Just like Smash TV where you kill hordes of enemies as you
make your way through this futuristic gameshow. The big question is at
the end do you win a Caravan or Speedboat if you make it through?
Let's face it, you only see it would have been a car if you lost.

Red Earth

Release Date :  1996

System Released:  Arcade

Space Harr ier

Release Date :  1985

System Released:  Var ious

Welcome to the Fantasy Zone! Which is a much better game than
Space Harrier. Fantasy Zone is a very surreal side scrolling shooter which
is bright and colourful and a joy to play. The game sees you playing as
Opa-Opa a cute looking spacecraft with wings. The game is ideal for
beginners and hardcore gamers alike and is one of Sega's best shump's
that they have ever created and well worth checking out instead of
Space Harrier which kinda sucks ass.

See I told you it was a
great game!!!

Fantasy Zone Sucks!!



Ninja Warrirors: The New Generation features Ninja's who are known to
hide in the shadows. The game also says Warriors in the title so this
makes it an ideal replacement for Shadow Warriors since I remember
that game being notoriously tough to beat.
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Bad Dudes vs  DragonNin ja

Release Date :  1988

System Released:  Var ious

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

Bad Dudes vs. DragonNinja features twin martial artists Billy and Jimmy
Lee. Their girlfriend is kidnapped by the evil Bad Dudes so they go on a
rescue mission to save her as the dishes have piled up. Will they manage
to save her? Spoiler alert: Yes they do and they once again have clean
dishes so the day is saved yet again.

Shadow Warr iors

Release Date :  1988

System Released:  Arcade

Golden Axe

Release Date :  1989

System Released:  Var ious

Instead of playing the original Golden Axe you would be better off
playing Magic Sword. It's a far superior game and a lot more fun overall
as you have more types of enemies to defeat, better bosses and a
wide range of companions to rescue to help you on your mission to the
top of the tower. Magic Sword really is a fantastic game and should be
on anyone's Top 10 Games list instead of crap like Golden Axe.

Seems legit



When not going around taking pills getting off his face and terrorising
the spirits of the dead Pac-Man likes to go for walks in the country side
and jump over swimming pools whilst being chased by one of the
relatives of the undead he has previously made suffer. At one point in
the game he forces Ghosts in planes to drop their babies on him. That
Pac-Man is surely a grade A scumbag of the highest order. 
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Bomberman World

Release Date :  1998

System Released:  Arcade

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

You plant bombs to blow up blocks to be able to reach the enemies.
These are defeated by planting bombs to blow them up whilst either
killing yourself in the process or getting killed before the bomb explodes.
It's a great game that can be infuriating if only by the own players
stupidity at blowing themselves up constantly. 

Pac Land

Release Date :  1984

System Released:  Arcade

Twin  Qix

Release Date :  1995

System Released:  Arcade

What's better than one Qix? If you answered two then well done. Taking
the gameplay of Qix and making it so another player can play at the
same time is genius. That being said if you are going to play one of these
games then you should play either Gal Panic or Fantasia as the
gameplay is very similar but you get to see boobs, and let's face it
everyone loves to see boobies!!!

You just copy and

pasted this from the last

issue!!



Featuring over 100 characters from both the Marvel and Capcom
worlds, the game is packed to the gills. Characters such as Ryu, Starlord,
Groot, Superman, Dhalsim, Vega, Batman, Raphael, Tony Hawk and much
more enter the mix to find out who is truly the best fighter of all time. 

The game looks really colourful, with 70's disco providing the music to
what is really a must see experience as you fight not only in exciting
levels like Spec-Savers, Dixon's, The Pub but also exotic locations like that
there London. 
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Metamorphic  Force

Release Date :  1993

System Released:  Arcade

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

If you take Wolfy Beefcakes (*Wicked) and add a few other characters
and the ability to move more than just left and right and you have
Metamorphic Force. The game is much better than Altered Beast
though and is quite fun to play which says a lot for the game. If you get
bored you really should check it out, it's a fun romp that can be
completed in under an hour.

Marvel  vs  Capcom 2

Release Date :  2000

System Released:  Var ious

Some people say that this is possibly one of the best sequels that has
been created. Taking everything that was great about the original
Mortal Kombat adding more characters and improving the 
gameplay resulting in a solid gaming experience. 

Mortal  Kombat  I I

Release Date :  1993

System Released:  P ret ty

much everyth ing
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Street  F ighter  I I I :  3rd  Str ike

Release Date :  1999

System Released:  Var ious

M Y  T O P  1 0  G A M E S :  M A T T  ( I  L A Y  P I P E )

It should come as no surprise that 3rd Strike is the third version of Street
Fighter III. Capcom gave the game the subtitle 3rd strike as they thought
this would suck just as much as the previous 2 versions (Next Generation
and Double Impact). I have to say that it's not that bad graphically but
for me the gameplay just kinda sucked. Maybe I was just burnt out on
fighting games at the time when it was released on the Dreamcast. I just
really couldn't get into the game though for some reason.

That being said quite a few people have said that it is a really
underrated game and doesn't get the love it deserves as following
Street Fighter II is no easy task. So maybe, just maybe I will have to give it
another go. According to this Top 10 list maybe you should give it a try
as well. 

Mortal  Kombat  I I

Release Date :  1993

System Released:  P ret ty

much everyth ing

So that's it then for another Top 10 list, although this time the Top 10
contained a whopping 18 Games this time around. Thank you to Matt for
submitting his list. 

If you would like your Top 10 games featured in an issue then just drop us
an email at:
ThePandoraMagazine@gmail.com

or message us on Twitter:
@MagazinePandora

or hop on Discord and shoot me a message in the Pandory Place.

ENTERTAINMENT MAGAZINE
S U P E R  P A N D O R Y
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The Go Go Ackman game series only came out in Japan is based on the
Manga series which was written and illustrated by Akira Toriyama. Go Go
Ackamn appeared sporadically in V Jump 1993 to 1994 and bares more
than a passing resemblance to Trunks from the Dragonball series. The
series did well enough to not only spawn a 15 minute mini Anime but also
saw three games being released on the Snes and one on the original
Gameboy. 

It's surprising that whilst only appearing sporadically in V Jump and having
only one 15 minute anime created it spawned 4 games in total. This says
a lot about the quality of the first game made by Banpresto to get not
one but 2 full sequels on the Snes as well as a Gameboy game as well. 

The character Ackman is a 200 year old Demon Child who's job is to
harvest souls for the Great Demon King. Ackman is accompanied by
Godon a red winged demon who collects the souls of those you kill and
stores them in a jar.

The story really does sound like a good fit for a game and despite the
text being in Japanese it's still very playable as a whole. Somewhere out
on the internet there is an English fan translation of the first Snes game
which if you can find it and own the original I would recommend in playing.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akira_Toriyama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/V_Jump
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The first game in the series apparently follows
the anime pretty closely. The game is mainly a 
 side scrolling platformer and is well worth
checking out. The controls are pretty tight and
some jumps will have you pulling your hair out in
parts but stick with it and you will find an
enjoyable game, only improved if you get the
fan translated version of the game.

Go Go Ackman
Release Date :  23rd  December  1994

System Released:  SNES

Region :  Japan
Pandora  Market  Name:  Chong!  Chong!  Dev i l  K ing

Go Go Ackman 2
Release Date :  21st  Ju ly  1994

System Released:  SNES

Region :  Japan
Pandora  Market  Name:  Chong!  Chong!  Dev i l  K ing  2

The second game was released just under 7
months later and adds it's own story due to
lack of anymore Manga of Anime being made.
The game adds a shump section to the mix
which is a nice little addition. That being said
Ackman 2 is in my opinion the worst of the
bunch. The difficulty level is ramped up over
the previous game and it just feels like it is
lacking something.Got to love Japanese Snes box art
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Go Go Ackman 3

Release Date :  15th  December  1994

System Released:  SNES

Region :  Japan
Pandora  Market  Name:  Chong!  Chong!  Dev i l  K ing  3

The third and final game in the Snes series is a
return to form and came out less than 5
months after the 2nd game. The game once
again sees you play as the titular Ackman only
this time there's a bit of a surprise twist. I won't
spoil it in case you wish to check out the series.

Ackman 3 once again has a unique story and
pretty much follows the same formula of the
previous two games. This title however is
superior to the third game and is a fun title
that brings back some of the charm from the
original game. 

Opa-Opa joined the police??

Go! Go! Gckman on the Gameboy is
apparently a  maze type game similar to
Pacman, The game sees you running around
trying to collect souls whilst being chased by
your nemisis, the angel Tenshi-kun.

Go Go Ackman

Release Date :  25th  August  1995

System Released:  Gameboy

Region :  Japan
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Pandory  Issue #1

Pandory  Issue #2

Pandory  Issue #3

Dandory  Issue #1

Thank you to Team Pandory for hosting these.
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THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR CHECKING OUT PANDORY MAGAZINE
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FOR SALE AND USE ONLY
ON PLANET EARTH AND
THE NEAREST MOON ONLY.
MARTIANS CAN GET LOST!

WARRANTY EXPIRED

FOR USE ON YOUR SUPER
PANDORY MAGAZINE STATION.

9 DOGS, 6 CATS, 3 PIGEONS AND A HAMSTER WERE
ALL HARMED IN THE MAKING OF THIS MAGAZINE.

POSSIBLE NEXT ISSUE? 

AS YOU PROBABLY GUESSED THE PANDORY POWER ISSUE PROBABLY
WON'T BE  THE NEXT ONE THAT IS  RELEASED.  THAT'S NOT TO SAY THAT
THE NEXT ISSUE WON'T BE  WORTH CHECKING OUT SO MAKE SURE YOU
STAY TUNED.  

FOLLOW THE PANDORY MAGAZINE TWITTER AT @MAGAZINEPANDORA

IF  YOU HAVE ANY REQUESTS OR WISH TO SUBMIT CONTENT FOR A
FUTURE ISSUE THEN PLEASE EMAIL:
THEPANDORAMAGAZINE@GMAIL.COM

REGARDS,

FLEA


